How to see if payment has been made on a PO or DPO

By PO or DPO number.

1. From the Banner Control Agent Departmental Finance Query Menu, click on the Document History Form (foidoch).

2. To search by a PO or BO number, enter PO in the document type field. To search by DPO number, enter INV in the document type field.

3. Enter the PO, BO, or DPO number in the document code field. DPO’s are entered without the PO i.e. D999999A. Then ctrl page down.

4. If payment has been made you will see an invoice number(s) and check number(s) in the corresponding boxes.

5. An F in the status field next to the check number indicates that the check has been cashed by the vendor.

6. You can get additional information on the PO, invoice or check by clicking on the document number, then options, then query document.